DEOS Building Automation
Future can be that simple.
www.deos-ag.com

info@deos-ag.com

Who we are
DEOS AG has developed and produced intelligent and
comprehensive Digital Energy Optimising Systems
(DEOS) in the field of building automation systems for
more than 50 years. Founded as a family business in
1967, DEOS AG today is an owner-operated and internationally active mid-sized company with well over 200
employees at 13 locations worldwide.

terms of energy costs and energy efficiency, the condition of technical systems as well as parameters relating to
the temperature, air humidity and air quality.
The core competencies of DEOS are broken down into
building automation systems, energy management systems, user software for building management systems
and programming tools to enable more rapid project
planning. The spectrum of products and solutions from
DEOS can be used for many purposes in various types of
buildings such as hotels, office buildings, airports and
educational facilities, ranging from the field level to the
automation level right up to the management level. We
cater to your requirements and offer custom-tailored solutions that are of great benefit.

As a manufacturer of building automation systems for
controlling heating, ventilation, air-conditioning and
lighting, we have a vision: intelligent buildings that save
energy, use energy more efficiently and offer comfort to
the people living and working in them. Thanks to the high
transparency of solutions from DEOS, extensive information is always available to the user about the building in

50 years of experience in the industry

DEOS academy in-house training centre

Products “made in Germany”

Reduced costs thanks to high energy efficiency

Major network with well over 250 partners

Comfortable room climate owing to patented
ventilation control
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We solve Problems
Whether as an owner, investor, planner, or operating authority of a property or a portfolio of real estate, our products
enable you to create intelligent buildings for the future. Custom building solutions from DEOS AG can be effectively used
in every building while meeting the individual building requirements.

OFFICE

RETAIL

HOTEL

INDUSTRY

AIRPORTS &
TRAFFIC SYSTEM

HEALTH CARE

SPORTS &
ENTERTAINMENT

CULTURAL
INSTITUTION

GOVERNMENTAL
INSTITUTION

EDUCATIONAL
INSTITUTION

Customers put their trust in us
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Hardware made in Germany
Powerful and high-end products

The range of hardware products from DEOS offers a wide variety of high-end, in-house products made at the company's
headquarters in Rheine, Germany. The controllers (DDC) of
the OPEN EMS family serve as the central intelligence. Designed as native BACnet Building Controllers (B-BC), they
are used in a wide variety of types of buildings. They can be
complemented with our input and output modules (IO modules) so as to optimally accommodate the dimensions of
your project.

“Made in Germany”

Time-saving programming

In-house development and production that
can be easily adapted to the requirements
of new markets or OEMs as needed

Realise time savings of up to 90% by using
preconfigured libraries for system programming

Free programming

Simple operation

Guaranteeing a maximum in flexibility for
your projects

Platform-independent operation possible via
web browser

Sample Application: Air Handling Unit
Integrated HTML5 Webserver

OPEN 600 EMS

Fresh / Mixed Air control

Temperature & Humidity control

Dirty filter status and volume flow

AHU valve control

(Air Damper)

(Duct temperature & humidity sensor)

(Differential pressure & volume flow sensor)

(Valve and Actuator)
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Transparency

Effectively control your building systems at
an energetic optimum and keep track with our
OPENweb BMS/MCU software. We ensure building transparency.

B-AWS certified BACnet BMS
Energy-efficient system monitoring

The B-AWS certified and BTL listed BACnet building management system of OPENweb enables you to control your systems
with ease, wherever you are in the world. To this end, OPENweb is scalable to accommodate any range of applications, from
small tasks all the way up to major and complex projects with redundant design requirements. The BMS/MCU software
is an in-house product that has benefitted from ongoing further development in corporation with our system partners and
from keeping tabs on the market; and this is what sets our software product apart from others. The software integrates
plants and systems from different manufacturers and ensures communication between various bus systems and products
using standardised interfaces. By using cloud solutions from DEOS, several locations can be conveniently combined, monitored and operated, while the IT consulting services from DEOS continue to be at your disposal. This helps you to cut costs
to a minimum, increase security and it also provides flexibility. Whether single buildings or globally networked portfolios of
real estate – OPENweb is always the right choice.

Experience our
online demo
Access data
Login: demo
Password: demo
Password for graphics: 7
https://demosuitcase.deos-ag.com
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Increasing Productivity

This patented OPENdynamics ventilation control system provides a perfect room climate at
the workplace and thus helps to verifiably increase your employees' productivity and ability
to concentrate.

Intelligent Climate Control System

Highest comfort – maximum energy efficiency
Discover the best room climate – OPENdynamics creates the
ideal environment for people, machines and exhibits. Your state-of-the-art room ventilation system works perfectly together
with the patented DEOS room ventilation controller, creating
a productive room climate with maximum energy efficiency.
Discover the advantages: Never again a draught or other poor
room climates and a lower sickness absence rate.

Patentiert durch das
deutsche Patent- und
Markenamt
Patent Nr.: DE 10 2009 016 418
Patentierter DEOS AG Regelalgorithmus
für Klima- und Lüftungsanlagen

Swimming facilities

Shopping malls and stores

Office buildings

Reduced draughts, the scent of chlorine and the formation of condensate
ensure an optimal climate for your
swimming pool visitors.

The ideal climate control system for
shopping malls and stores to invite
visitors to a comfortable shopping
experience while increasing the customers' dwell time.

The optimised climate control
system helps to increase the employees' ability to concentrate and
prevents symptoms associated with
the sick building syndrome.
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References regarding solutions using OPENdynamics can be found in our reference catalogue on our website.

Up to date Cloud Solutions
Site networking and mobile access

The combination of IT and BA networks enables facility managers to benefit from synergy effects and exploit significant
potentials for savings. Secured remote access via mobile end
devices enables working while preserving resources and managing tasks independently of time and place. This makes
service calls more efficient. Reduced system efficiency is
detected by the facility manager in good time. This allows
making comparisons among properties and implementing
preventive maintenance measures.

IoT

The IT security required for linking the site and the central hosting solution is delivered by the modular DEOS Cloud Solutions concept. Our range of IT and other services offers system
solutions for every type of building such as offices, hotels,
schools or universities. To this end, we are relying on open IP
standards and fifty years of competency gained in building
automation “Made in Germany”.

Site networking

IT services

Secure networking of your properties or branches allows for central
management.

DEOS AG specialists ensure ongoing security of the IT systems of
your BA systems.

Hosting

Remote access and maintenance

Reduce your investment costs to
a minimum and benefit from our
secure hosting offer.

Systems all over the world can be
serviced and operated via remote
access. This creates flexibility.
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System topology

DEOS Product overview
BACnet BMS

Energy management

BACnet BMS as App

OPENweb

OPENenergy

OPENweb App

Server

LED Touch Screen
15,6" to 21,6"

OPEN 600 EMS basic24
(Native BACnet controller)

max. 4000 BACnet objects
max. 4000 physical datapoints

max. 1000 BACnet objects
max. 512 physical datapoints

max. 250 BACnet objects
max. 112 physical datapoints
32 integrated IOs

max. 250 BACnet objects
max. 24 physical datapoints
24 integrated IOs

Redundant security solutions
Hot Standby Controller

RS232
USB
RS485

RS232
USB
DALI
RS485
M-Bus

RS232
RS485

RS232
RS485

CAN

CAN

CAN

OPEN IO modules
(digital & analogue)

OPEN IO modules
(digital & analogue)

All DDC controllers are cloud-ready
and can work together with the new
DEOS BMS OPENweb Cloud for modern
and economic cloud projects be used.

PLDx-24-CAN / PLDx-24-BAC

PWDx-24-CAN / PWDx-24-BAC

BACnet MS/TP

CORA

CAN

VAV series

OPEN SRU
(BACnet single room unit)

FCU series

up to 10 integrated IOs

up to 20 integrated IOs

up to 16 integrated IOs

BACnet MS/TP

BACnet MS/TP

BACnet MS/TP

Modbus RTU

Modbus RTU

CAN lokal
RS485 (Modbus)
KNX

DWH10-24Y-CAN / DWH10-24Y-BAC

RS232
M-Bus

AI

FCT

Easy system integration

Field devices

AI

TUP
5,7ʺ and 3,5ʺ

TCP/IP
OPEN 500 EMS
OPEN 600 EMS
(Native BACnet controller)

CAN

Embedded
Touch-PC 10.1ʺ

Modbus RTU

OPEN 710 EMS
OPEN 810 EMS
(Native BACnet controller)

(with PKM Modules)

OPENview

BACnet MS/TP

OPEN 3100 EMS
OPEN 4100 EMS
(Native BACnet controller)

OPEN IO modules

Integrated web server

Server

BACnet/IP

System automation solution

Secure Network

Remote access
Site networking
Hosting services
IT-consulting – plan, build
IT-services – operate

Mobil

Client

Cloud solution

Room automation solutions

Client

N

0...10V

AI

CAN

AI

BACnet MS/TP

AI

0...10V

AI

CAN

AI

BACnet MS/TP

AI

0...10V

AI

M-Bus

KNX-IP
KNX-TP
RS232

RS485

TCP/IP
BACnet/IP

TCP/IP

KNX

RS232
RS485

LON

RS485

TCP/IP

Modbus

DALI
RS485

DALI

As technology leaders for building automation, we develop and produce innovative building automation and
energy management systems “Made in Germany”. With
our dedication to innovation and quality, we have been
supplying sustainable products and solutions for intelligent buildings that markedly reduce the costs of energy,
commissioning and maintenance while offering greater
convenience at the same time for more than 50 years.

DEOS AG
Birkenallee 76
48432 Rheine
Germany
info@deos-ag.com

